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What is the maximum number of working
hours per day stipulated by Japanese law?

① 6 hours
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③ 10 hours
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③ spring and autumn (twice a year)

④ April (once a year)
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What is the common term for a Japanese 
company's "daihyō torishimariyaku" 
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③ shachō

④ senmu
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employees in times of recession in order to 
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③ ashikiri

④ amakudari
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③ Osaki ni shitsurē shimasu

④ Mōshiwake arimasen deshita
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educational background and work experience are 
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In the typical Japanese company, people are often 
admonished to keep in mind the phrase "hō-ren-sō," 
which contains important basics for working in a 
company. What does each element--"hō," "ren," and 
"sō"--stand for?

① hōkoku, renraku, sōdan
[report, communicate and consult]
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How much on average is the first monthly 
salary that newly hired employees fresh 
from college receive?
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③ about 100,000 yen

④ about 200,000 yen
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What is the term for a rejection notice from 
a company while job-hunting in Japan?

① Oinori Mail (a prayer mail)

② Fukō no Mail (an unhappy mail)

③ Namida Mail (a tear mail)

④ Sayonara Mail (a good-bye mail)
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